The article describes the idea of style-forming importance of danceabilty in
Being based on dance sources these works are included in all the spheres of Ravel's music except for the cantatas.
For Ravel danceability has become the most important way of artistic generalization of the initial semantics of this or that dance prototype, Ravel "expands" its semantic borders. In that way, the genre's content mobility as often as not is expressed within one composition.
In the process of dance genres mediation in the music thematism Ravel relies on a rich cultural and historical tradition aroused in his professional music career. The development of deep perspective of historical associations contributes to the semantic specification of the music image. At the same time, adaptation of others' experience in one's style is combined a lot with the evolution, reframing and sometimes with rejection of this experience 2 .
For the first time ever Ravel addressed waltz in his piece in "Conversations Between
Beauty and the Beast" from the piano suite "Mother Goose" (1908) (1909) (1910) . Still, to its full extent the waltz was shown in the piano cycle " Noble and Sentimental Waltz" (1911) Contrary to the "lighter" accompaniment, in some waltzes the melody is heavier in the texture; it represent a movement by "chord chains" Waltz #8) . Still, for the slow dynamics and generally for the high register these phonic complexes merely strengthen the brilliance of sounding without loading the texture.
A great importance in Ravel's cycle is given to the devices which can be referred to reproduce flying and soaring movements. One of them is a novel way of the sound articulation originally pointed out by Ye. Nazaikinskii: "In musical notation this device is written as slurs running from sound to pauses" (Nazaikinsky, 1972: 154) .
By joining the sound with the consequent pause, the composer marks a necessity to listen to how the tone and the whole overtone range disappear in the silence and fade in the space. Such device together with a gradual volume weakening to pp creates a sense of levitation, ephemerality of the dance moves (Waltz #4, bb. 2, 4, 10, 12; Waltz #7 bb. 2, 19, 22, 31; 45, 47) .
The same impact is made by short texture units formed by a quick octave slip (by one or more). These units can be of different variants: a downward octave slip by short time values derivative from tour -a turn and chaîne -a chain) (Vaganova, 2000: 158) . Chaînés is performed in a fast way and diagonally directed.
In the melody picture of the initial phrase As V. Tsukkerman observes "a spinning mode of the melody is, so to speak, performed "in place" and that is why it is copped and deprive of an "expression" (Mazel', Tsukkerman, 1967: 105) . In Ravel's waltz this feature of the melodic picture is accented through numerous one-motive repetitions and slow tempo. In "Adelaide and the In this regard there are associations with the pas performed diagonally. This is the very course which enables with the most complete expression of the dance's rapid dynamic.
The one-bar motives time and again are changed with soft and pathetically rounded twobar ones performed in legato played sometimes with retardation and, thus, associated with slow sliding steps, facile flourishes and delicate body inflections bb. 7 -8, 19 -20, 22 -23, 25 -26, 27 -28) 14 . Such shifts reflect unexpected changes in the mood. The choreographic poem for the symphonic orchestra "Waltz" (Fig. 2) The notion of "artistic generalization" is understood here as equal to the notion "generalization through genre" scientifically pioneered by A.A. Alshvang. This means an ability of genres to "express "indirectly" emotions, thoughts and undeniable truth" (Alshvang, 1964: 100), i.e. to perform a semantic function of a certain segment of the music text (particular theme, chapter or form part) or of the whole work.
2
To sample, in "The Waltz", a choreographic poem, reproduction of lexis elements of Schubert's and Strauss's waltzes in the context of drama mode of reflection has determined that expansion of the range of their image and semantic meanings. Later, the cycle was orchestrated by the composer and served as a music base for the ballet "Adelaide and the Flower Language" (written by M. Ravel, libretto by M. Ravel and N. Trukhanova).
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Alongside with common characteristics there is a cardinal difference: in Strauss's waltzes the suite is a joint one merging the principles of repeatability and single-partness, "Noble and Sentimental Waltzes" contains a separated suite.
5
Following Yu. N. Kholopov.
6
Following V.V. Medushevskii (Medushevskii, 1993:14-27, 259) .
7
Three various themes underlying the "Forgotten Waltz #1" by F. Liszt are characterized by the ephemerality of sounding; they give an impression of unsteadiness and intangibility of the images. The music plot's development is determined by the memory poetics and has a spontaneous nature. The sequence of music events in the waltz's composition does not follow the plot: one theme being uncompleted shifts into the other. The principle of composition ellipse (following V. Bobrovskii) violates the natural order of "telling". A double repetition of V-degree and fermata pause on this sound in the concluding episode creates an illusion that the music does not stop, but fades or disappears. All these cause a game effect with the plot time through particular devices: pauses and cut of the time flow, time laps and throwbacks to the past.
8
In the waltz's structure one can note some features of a complex two-part form (a rondo-shape form).
9 Double sequence transition of the great minor seventh chord (I 7 ) and expanded common chord (chromatically added neighboring consonance) create sections of tonal ambiguity and an effect of searching for the principle.
10
The second theme, mechanically expected here, does not appear; there is no way to get the keynotes of b-moll tonality as it is supposed to be.
11
It is worthy to note here, that Ravel adored mechanic toys and music boxes; like a captured child he tried to get into the mystery of how any mechanism or automate work. To some degree it was reflected in Waltz #3's music.
12
The minor seventh and tritone involved into the chord's structure enrich the sounding with sharpness and determination, and the minor third acoustically marked in the upper voices -with greyness and mystery.
13
In the symphonic orchestra version this passage is performed with the instrument s characterized by a light and clear timbre and specific mobility, e.g. with harp, clarinets and flutes.
14
In the orchestra version the lyric expressivity of these motives is stressed sometimes by a touching sound of solo woodwinds -oboe (bb. 19 -20, 21 -22) and clarinet (bb. 25 -26, 27 -28) .
15
The notion of "episodic accents" was introduced by V.N. Kholopova. She identifies two types of accents -a metric which occurs on the strong beat and episodic (local) one which is resulted from the "accents shift from the metrically abutment to metrically non-abutment moment of the bar (Kholopova, 2002: 143-144) .
16
A number of features in the sixth waltz's intonation solution, namely, the fast tempo, syntactic fragmentation, graded relief of the melodic line, alternation of intensification and weakening of the tension bring it closer to the piece "New Doll" by P.I. Tchaikovsky form the "Children's Album" based on the waltz rhythm. These works are also similar on their emotional state in general.
17
Let us remind that the "Waltz" was designed to be choreographically performed. Ravel in his letter to E. Ansermet on October 20, 1921, asked him to "mention in the programmes that it is a "choreographic poem" written for the stage" (Ravel au mirior de ses Lettres,1988: 134) .
18
"Eugine Onegin" by A.S. Pushkin, Chapter 7.
19
Such interpretation of the symphonic poem's conception corresponds with M. Marnat's comprehension who, agreeing with the social implication of the composition and with its reference to the social environment of the First World War, sees the "Waltz" as a protest "against the emotional poorness, against the evil forces and against Thanatos's triumph in this world" (Marnat, 1986: 483) . Such interpretations were inspired by the composer's words about the "Waltz": "The work I'm going to start now, is not a miniature, but a grand waltz [sic!], as a tribute to the memory of the great Strauss, not to Richard, but to Johann" (form the letter to J. Marnold, 1906) . "I intend this composition as a sort of apotheosis for the Vienna Waltz which is merged by an increasing and overwhelming whirl. I can imagine this waltz in a hall of the Emperor's palace, in about the 50s of the last century (form the autobiography, 1928) (Ravel au mirior de ses Lettres, 1988: 44, 195) .
20
More details about the reflection of vision and spatial features of the dance prototype in the melodic graphics, textures, composition structures of Ravel's minutes are introduced in the previous article (Bass, 2011: 458-459 ).
21
The choreographic prototype's prevails in other works characterized by the waltz basis: in "Conversations Between Beauty and the Beast" form the piano suite "Mother Goose" and in the waltzes of opera "The Child and the Wizard" (Scene II).
22
The description of the "Waltz's" main image mentioned by Ravel in his autobiographical motes dictated to Roland-Manuel in 1928.
